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IMAGE TEMPLATE MASKING

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for matching of images

that have been coded into templates. In particular, although not exclusively, it

relates to biometric identification of an individual using an identifying image,

for example of an iris, face, hand, ear or fingerprint. Other examples are in

target identification, classification or identification of molecular structures,

classification and identification of images from astronomical telescopes and

indeed to any image matching techniques where it may be convenient to select

or weight only certain regions for identification and where depending on the

nature of the object or other portion of the image being matched, information

may be available about the reliability for matching of parts of the portion of the

image or similar images.

A variety of biometrically-based techniques for the identification of individuals

have been proposed, many of which rely on iris recognition. Previous and

existing patents in this field include the following: US-A-4641349, Flom &

Safir; US-A-5572596, Wildes et al; US-A-5751836, Wildes et al; US-A-

5901238, Matsushita; US-A-5956122, Doster; US-A-6229906, Pu & Psaltis;

US-A-6247813, Kim & Ryoo; US-A-6526160, Ito; US-A-5291560, Daugman;

US-A-7650520 Monro.

With conventional biometric recognition techniques, achieving a commercially

acceptable False Acceptance Rate (FAR, where an individual is improperly

identified as being known to the system) is in practice not too technically

demanding. What is much more difficult, however, is achieving at the same

time an acceptable False Rejection Rate (FRR, where a known individual is

improperly rejected by the system). High false rejection rates in a commercial

system are not conducive to easy consumer acceptance of the technology



because of the anger and embarrassment that may easily be caused when a

person who should be known to the system is incorrectly denied access.

Generally however, the false acceptance and false rejection characteristics of a

practical biometric system may not be as well separated as might be predicted

from laboratory studies, because in the real world the quality of biometric data

may not be ideal. Exactly the same considerations may apply to non biometric

matching tasks. Although an embodiment of the invention is described in terms

of specific biometric matching, in particular iris matching, the scope of the

invention is not limited to any one kind of biometric image, nor is it limited to

biometric images in general.

The present invention preferably relates to a method of improving the

separation of the false accept and false reject characteristics of a system based

on comparison of pairs of templates derived from images by directing the

comparison to regions of the templates that are known from theory,

experiments, experience, or even common sense to be more reliable for

matching.

According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a method

of determining whether a first image matches a second image, comprising:

extracting from said first and second images respective first and second

templates, each template comprising a spatial arrangement of template codes;

overlaying on said first template a master mask comprising a spatial

arrangement of master mask codes, each master mask code being

representative of an expected variability or matching reliability within a

population of images of a template code of corresponding spatial location;

comparing said overlaid first template with said second template; and

determining whether a match exists in dependence upon said

comparison.



In a preferred embodiment, the method includes the step of deriving the master

mask codes from a population of images.

According to a second aspect there is provided a system for determining

whether a first image matches a second image, comprising:

means for extracting from said first and second images respective first

and second templates, each template comprising a spatial arrangement of

template codes;

means for overlaying on said first template a master mask comprising a

spatial arrangement of master mask codes, each master mask code being

representative of an expected variability or matching reliability within a

population of images of a template code of corresponding spatial location;

means for comparing said overlaid first template with said second

template; and

means for determining whether a match exists in dependence upon said

comparison.

The invention further extends to a computer program arranged to execute a

method as previously defined. It further extends to a computer-readable

medium holding any such computer program.

The invention may be carried into practice in a number of ways and one

specific embodiment will now be described, by way of example, with reference

to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing in which features are extracted from a pair of

images which are then transformed to templates of codes for comparison;;



Figure 2 is a schematic drawing in which two templates are compared using

the subject matter of the present invention; and

Figure 3 shows typical operating curves for template matching as could arise

in many applications.

A preferred application of the present invention is in the field of iris

recognition. However the field of application of the method is very broad and is

not limited by the examples given. It will be understood that the invention

could be applied in many biometric and non-biometric fields for image

matching and/or for individual or object recognition.

Figure 1 describes the preparation and matching of templates formed by

extracting features from images and then coding these image features. The

subject matter of Figure 1 is all well known in the field of pattern recognition

and is summarized in a general form to assist in understanding of the subject

matter which follows.

With reference to Figure 1, biometric images of a first eye 101 and a second

eye 120 are to be compared to determine if they are from the same individual.

To make such a comparison, features may be extracted from the images to be

compared. In the case of iris recognition, normalised forms of the iris images

are first prepared as is known in the field, and these could be considered as a

collection of iris features.

Continuing the specific example of Figure 1, to extract the iris from the eye

101, the outlines of the pupil/iris boundary 102 and the iris/sclera boundary 103

are first determined. Starting from some reference radius 104 with respect to a

common centre, an unwrapped image of the iris 105 is determined by a

mapping of the annular iris from image 101 onto a rectangular image 105. As



shown the pupil/iris boundary 102 is mapped onto the upper edge of the

unwrapped image 106 and the iris/sclera boundary is mapped onto the bottom

of the unwrapped image 107. If the mapping is carried out by moving the

radius clockwise in the iris annulus, and from left to right in the unwrapped

image, then the lower eyelid 108 in the eye image would appear at position 109

in the unwrapped image, and the upper eyelid 110 in the eye image would

appear at 111 in the unwrapped image. Commonly, the eyelid would be

identified and may be used to control what region of the unwrapped image is

later used for matching. In the particular eye shown at 101, the lower eyelid

108 does not occlude the unwrapped image 106, but the upper eyelid 110 does

appear in the unwrapped image 107 at 111 and is shown as blacked out.

Similarly a second eye image 120 can be unwrapped to give a second

unwrapped image 121.

A transformation or other coding may now be carried out in selected positions

throughout an unwrapped image. The transformation may be converted in

various ways, but typically one or more binary digits form a local code of the

image and are combined into a template corresponding to the selected positions

in the unwrapped image from which said codes are derived.

In Figure 1, a first template 112 is derived from unwrapped image 105, and a

second template 122 is derived from unwrapped image 121. At this point in the

example, two templates have been formed from two images to be matched, and

the description of the method can become completely general, applicable to the

matching of any two images of any type whatsoever.

In Figure 1, a comparison of the codes making up the templates 112 and 122 is

made at 123 in such a way as to give a value at 124 indicative of whether the



templates match or do not match. The templates derived from two different

images are then compared or combined in some way to determine whether the

two images match or do not match, or more specifically to determine how well

they match.

Any convenient matching algorithm may be used for that purpose: for example,

the templates may be compared bit by bit, and a count taken of the number of

bits which are the same, which is known as a Hamming distance. Usually the

numbers of bits which are the same will be divided by the total number of bits

compared to give an average Hamming Distance. A weighted Hamming

Distance may also be used, as described below. Non-matching templates in

many applications may consist of bits that are uncorrected and are different as

often as they are the same, matching only at random. In such a case an average

Hamming distance of 0.5 will be obtained, but with actual values distributed

about this mean value. In the case where two templates match a low average

Hamming distance may be found. A perfect match would of course give a

Hamming distance of zero, but such a perfect match is rare in practical systems

because two different templates which are images of the same object may often

be contaminated by imperfect alignment, obscurative or additive noise,

differences in illumination or contrast, occlusion of the object and many other

forms of interference.

A match is then declared if the number of bits that differ or Hamming distance

is lower than a defined threshold, either by absolute number or by average.

More generally, one may define the strength of a match in dependence upon

any required metric of the two codes which are being compared, either

weighted or unweighted.



In cases of uncertainty about the registration or alignment of the templates, the

comparison may be made by searching for a best match over a range of

displacements of the templates. In iris recognition, for example, horizontal

displacements of one or both templates corresponds to rotation of the eye

between the pairs of images being matched and a search in this direction can be

used to improve recognition. It will be evident that such a displacement can be

achieved by rotation of codes from one end of the template to the other or, as

might be preferred for speed, extending one or more of the templates before the

search is carried out. In this manner, a decision may be made about whether the

two eyes images 101 and 120 are from the same individual or not. In Figure 1

bidirectional arrows 125 and 126 indicate that either or both of the

corresponding templates 112 and 122 may be shifted in order to carry out the

comparison at various positions. The "best" position may be determined by

any convenient metric.

Masking of Unreliable Regions

With any given biometric it may be the case that certain regions of a template

are more reliable that others for matching, that is, certain regions may be

contaminated by noise or interference or occlusion and so may not contribute

reliable information to the comparison. Other regions may be more reliable.

In iris recognition for example, the left and right sides of an iris are much less

likely to be obscured by eyelids and eyelashes than the upper and lower parts.

Similarly it is often observed that a camera arranged to capture magnified

images of the iris may pick up a reflection of the subject's nose, on the right

side (as seen from the camera) of the image of a right eye and the left side (as

seen from the camera) of the image of a left eye. The effect of these

obscurations are to make these regions often behave as if they are not



matching, typically increasing the Hamming Distance of matching templates

locally and causing some uplift to the overall Hamming Distance finally used

to decide if two images match. This is one reason why a Hamming Distance of

zero is rare in practical systems.

The same considerations may also of course apply to templates derived in any

pattern matching application.

The present embodiment, described specifically in connection with iris images,

includes a means of spatially marking and removing or at least weighting more

lightly those regions of the templates which are unreliable, leading to improved

accuracy of recognition or matching. This is done by forming what will here be

called a 'master mask'. A master mask indicates, preferably in one-to-one

correspondence with codes or groups of codes in the template, which positions

are unreliable and therefore may be wholly or partially ignored in matching. In

the illustration to be given the codes of the master mask are binary, one of the

binary digits indicating a masking or ignoring of a portion of the template and

the other binary digit indicating those portions of the template that are to be

taken into consideration. More generally, master masks may consist of numbers

which are not binary but cover some range which indicates a weighting of

portions of the template. Typically the minimum of the range, possibly zero,

might indicate a weighting of zero, and the maximum of the range indicating a

maximum weighting. Most conveniently the range of the weighting would be

zero to 1, and a weighted Hamming Distance may be calculated as

(codea f codeb) weighting
HD = —— (1)

/weightings

Where / indicates the exclusive OR operation in which the result is 1 for

identical codes and 0 for differing codes. A summation with weighting



specified by the master mask is applied and the whole divided by the total of

the weightings to give an average weighted Hamming Distance.

Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of two templates with reference to a master

mask. Two templates 201 and 202 of a particular type are derived from

different images by a process similar to that described in Figure 1, or by any

other process, are aligned with each other. A master mask 210 is obtained by

some means as will be discussed below. Codes taken from corresponding

template positions 203 and 204 are compared at 205 using a weighting 206

taken from a corresponding position in the master mask 210. The comparison

may be according to an equation such as (1), summing over all the template

positions with reference to the master mask at corresponding positions, or by

any other means. The result at 207 may be compared against a suitable

threshold to give a decision whether the templates match or do not match.

Shifting of any two of the master mask and the templates may compensate for

any misalignment. In Figure 2 the arrows 2 11, 212 and 213 indicate shifting

that might take place, although it will be clear than only two of the three

possible modes of shifting will allow for all relative displacements of the

templates and the master mask.

In this case of iris recognition as previously described, this shifting by one

position corresponds to a rotation of the iris in the original image by one code

position and may be achieved by rotation of the template horizontally, or more

practically by extending it horizontally to allow for as many discrete rotations

as may be desired.

Preferably a first template such as 201 may be the one to be held in a fixed

position to minimize its size, and such a first template may be as entered into a



database of enrolled images or carried for example on a smart card. A second

template 202 may be a test template such as taken from a live or other image

desired to be matched against the first template. This second template may be

extended at 214 or 215 to take account of displacements of the two templates.

In the case of iris recognition, extending the second template horizontally

allows for relative rotations of the two irises.

In such a preferred implementation both of second template 202 and master

mask 210 may be held in as many positions as are desired, with a comparison

made in each such position. The matching process may then rely on the

smallest weighted Hamming Distance so obtained to indicate matching or non

matching of the templates.

However moving two of the three objects (two templates and a master mask) to

n positions in one direction, for example, to allow for combinations of image

displacement would involve n comparisons which may be too costly in a

particular application. A suboptimal but still effective use of the master mask

can be achieved by applying the master mask to either template and moving

only the other template. This could simply mean that only one template is

moved, as in Figure 2. It may be effective to imprint the master mask on an

enrolled template, and then simply move the extended test template, making

comparisons in each position. In this suboptimal but efficient embodiment, any

inaccuracy of aligning the master mask with the static template is still more

than compensated for by the effectiveness of the master mask in selecting good

iris regions. Of course the presence of a distinctive feature, such as a eyelid in

processing iris images, may assist in positioning the master mask accurately.

The effectiveness of the master mask in improving the matching of templates

derived from images may now be described. Figure 3 illustrates the kind of



statistics normally collected from template matching as will be familiar to

practitioners in the field of iris recognition.

The graph 301 shows the probability distributions of a typical matching metric

applied to images that are known to match or not to match. Any metric

indicative of the quality of a match could be used, although the Hamming

Distance, or average Hamming Distance or weighted Hamming Distance will

often be used. The data of Figure 3 is taken from a real iris recognition system

but the principle of the master mask is not limited to any particular pattern

recognition task. Dashed curve 302 is the distribution of a matching metric

from templates that should match because they are codes of the same object

when the master mask is not used, and solid curve 303 is the matching

distribution from the same templates when the master mask is used. The curves

are not easily distinguished, but the one using the master mask is shifted to the

left. The differences are better revealed in Graph 310 discussed below. Such a

matching distribution typically displays a maximum probability at a low value

of the matching metric, but also shows a long tail extending towards higher

values of the matching metric which is the result of the effects mentioned

above, namely imperfect alignment, noise, interference or occlusion, for

example. The purpose of the master mask is to mitigate these effects by giving

weight to reliable regions of a template.

Dashed curve 304 is an example of the distribution of a matching metric for

templates that should not match when the master mask is not used. The peak of

this distribution is less than 0.5 because it illustrates the minimum of a range of

comparisons a template shifted to different positions. (The curve 302 similarly

shows the best match over a range of comparisons.) Curve 305 illustrates the

effect of the master mask on the non matching distribution. The distribution is

noticeably narrowed which indicates that it is better separated from the



matching distribution. The effect of the master mask on this data is to separate

the matching and non matching curves better, hence leading to improved

matching performance. Similar improvements are to be expected in other

template matching systems.

Graph 310 is plotted to a logarithmic scale and shows the differences more

clearly. Dashed curve 3 11 shows the probability of a false match (the False

Acceptance Rate or FAR) as a function of the threshold shown for the

matching metric without the master mask applied, and is simply the integral of

the corresponding non matching distribution. This is derived by fitting a

distribution to the non matching curve of 304 and integrating either

theoretically or numerically. The FAR rises from zero at a metric of 0 (where

nothing is accepted and hence there are no false acceptances), to a value 1.0 at

a large value of the matching metric (where everything is accepted and hence

the FAR is 100%, because all non matching templates are incorrectly

accepted).

Similarly, dashed curve 312 is the probability of a false non match (the False

Rejection Rate or FRR) without the master mask applied, obtained by

integrating the matching distribution 302 and subtracting from 1.0. It falls from

1.0 at a matching metric of zero (where there will be no accepted matches at

all, leading to a FRR of 100%) to a value of zero at a high value of the

matching metric (where every match will be accepted and hence the FRR is

zero).

The Equal Error Rate (EER) is the value of the FAR and FRR where they are

the same. This often leads to a convenient choice of the threshold for the

matching metric for accepting a match in a practical system, because it best

balances FAR and FMR. At 313 is seen the EER point without the master mask



applied in the matching process. For information, and for comparison, with this

particular data, the value of the average Hamming Distance at the EER point

without the master mask applied is 6.06 10 5, indicating that in one million

matches, about 60 incorrect results would be expected.

The beneficial effect of the master mask is clear in graph 310. The FAR using

the master mask is solid curve 314, and the FRR using the master mask is solid

curve 315. It is seen that the FAR and FRR are both always less when the

master mask is applied, and the difference is quite substantial. The EER point

using the master mask is at 316, and its value with this data is 8.64 10 , which

is nearly 100 times lower than without the master mask. In one million

comparisons with the master mask applied in matching, slightly less than one

incorrect result would be expected.

These curves are from real data and indicate the effectiveness of the master

mask in reducing the EER in a real application.

Of course the threshold for accepting a match could be lower or higher than the

value of the matching metric at the EER. In some systems the consequences of

a False Accept may be extremely undesirable and so the threshold may be set

lower than the EER, giving a cautiously low FAR. The price to pay for that is

higher FRR. In the graph 310 it can be seen that the FAR and FRR curves cross

at approximately 90 degrees in the logarithmic plot, so that a change in the

matching threshold from the EER point that divides the FAR by some factor,

multiplies the FRR by approximately the same factor. One can achieve 100

times lower FAR - e.g. about one in 100 million at the cost of 100 times

greater FRR - e.g. one in ten thousand. Alternatively it may be preferred that

the FRR is low, for example when the consequences of the correct person being



denied access are undesirable, in which case the threshold may be set to a

higher value than the EER to achieve lower FRR at the cost of higher FAR.

The power and convenience of the master mask are that it is not a static mask

and is not bound to the features of any particular template. Rather, it is applied

to all templates from a particular source to select regions of the templates

arising from such a source that are known to be reliable.

It is a strength of the master mask that it does not rely on direct masking of

either template in a matching task, although such masking could be used in

addition to the master mask, for example in the non limiting case of iris

recognition to isolate eyelids. A master mask is constructed by taking a large

number of both matching and non matching images and deciding which codes

in a template are the least reliable. There are many ways of doing this. One

method of determining a master mask may be by trying each code position in a

template in turn to find which one, when removed, leads to the best matching

performance as might be measured by the EER (Equal Error Rate) of the

process. This identifies a first position in the master mask. Then a second code

position to mask can be determined, and so on. Successively removing codes

from an unmasked template will progressively reduce the EER up to some

point where the EER will begin to oscillate because the number of codes

remaining is too small to give a statistically reliable total or average matching

score.

The master mask, instead of being a simple binary mask totally accepting or

rejecting codes from a template region, could be a weighting of each template

region or individual template code indicating statistically the relative

effectiveness, reliability or variability of a region. The process of constructing

such a mask is clearly more complex than that of successively removing the



least useful code positions, but the gain in matching performance is likely to be

well worth the extra effort. Of course, large amounts of template data may be

required to construct master masks.

One method of generating a binary master mask relies on a test database of iris

images of many individuals, with each individual being represented multiple

times. For example, each individual may have many stored images taken under

a variety of lighting conditions, angles, contrast, magnifications and so on.

Thus, the total number T of images in the database may consist of M pictures

of each of N individual irises, where T=MxN.

It will be understood that all of the M images of each iris should match, but that

because of image variability they will not do so exactly. Taking one iris image

as the master, a first is then carried out for the other (M-l) images in the set,

and a Hamming distance calculated between each block value and the

corresponding block value of the master image. This is repeated for all N sets

of M images in the database, and an average Hamming distance calculated for

each block. The block with the greatest distance (i.e. the block that degrades

the fits the most, on average) is then removed - or considered to be masked -

and the process is repeated. Blocks are masked one by one until a point is

reached at which further masking no longer consistently improves the average

fit, or until the improvement is swamped by noise.

The master mask is the defined by the locations of those blocks have been

removed during this process. Other approaches to generating the master mask,

in dependence upon the average reliability or variability of individual blocks

within each of the N sets, or based on some other error metric in fitting to a

known image, could of course be taken.



More sophisticated master masks could be created by weighting the individual

blocks, rather than simply removing them. This could be done using the

method described above to find the "worst" block (the block, that on average,

degrades the fits the most). Then instead of removing the block entirely, a

weighting is applied to it and the calculations re-done to see if the fits improve

on average, for example by determining the EER. Different weightings are

applied, for example 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6 and so on, and the weight is chosen as

that which produces the best fit on average. The next-worst block is then

taken, and the process repeated for that block. The entire process is repeated

until no further consistent improvement is found.

Other methods could of course be used to weight the blocks, rather than

stepping through a sequence of values. For example, for a given block the

weight could be considered a variable, and the value calculated numerically on

the basis of minimizing an error metric such as the average Hamming distance.

Given sufficient computing power, multiple weights could be calculated at the

same time using a multi-dimensional minimization routine.

A weighted mask, calculated as above, will automatically converge on weights

that, on average, improve the fit to known images the most, and hence will be

expected to improve performance in real-life situations. The weightings

automatically allow not only for the fact that some blocks may be more reliable

than others, but also for the other possible factors such as the greater detail that

can be found in the region of the iris close to the pupil, when compared in the

areas near the sclera. Similarly the weightings allow for the fact that the blocks

do not all represent equal areas of the iris, due to be conversion from polar to

Cartesian co-ordinates.



The master mask is extremely versatile. In the specific, non limiting example of

iris recognition one could have a single master mask representative of all irises.

One could further improve recognition by having one master mask for left eyes

and another for right eyes, since it is frequently observed in iris image that a

reflection of the nose may degrade one side of the iris image. Also iris

recognition may depend on the characteristics of the camera being used, for

example contrast, dynamic range and brightness may be different for different

types of iris camera. A master mask could be derived for any specific camera

type. Also the actual positioning of a camera in the field may affect the

reliability of template data from different regions of the template, for example

if there is uneven lighting or spurious reflections. As yet another example there

may be differences between populations (as for example are evident in iris

pigmentation and the degree of obscuration by eyelids and/or eyelashes) which

may make different master masks relating to known background effective in

improving matching in practical systems.

Given enough data, bespoke master masks can be constructed for any of the

above cases, and of course their utility is not limited to iris or other biometric

image recognition. It is also possible that a matching system could learn its

master mask adaptively and gradually over time improve its performance.

The invention is not limited to the examples given, and could be applicable in

any situation where images are to be matched or where there is a need to

determine whether a test image does or does not match (to within a certain

error threshold or according to some error metric) a stored image. More

generally, the invention may be used to improve image recognition, by

determining whether a test image is or is not of a specific individual or object

as represented by stored images that are known to be of that individual or



object. The invention extends to other embodiments within the spirit and scope

of the appended claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method of determining whether a first image matches a second image,

comprising:

extracting from said first and second images respective first and second

templates, each template comprising a spatial arrangement of template codes;

overlaying on said first template a master mask comprising a spatial

arrangement of master mask codes, each master mask code being

representative of an expected variability or matching reliability within a

population of images of a template code of corresponding spatial location;

comparing said overlaid first template with said second template; and

determining whether a match exists in dependence upon said

comparison.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 including the step of generating the

master mask from a plurality of existing images, for example from template

codes of said plurality of existing images.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2 in which the plurality of existing images

includes a plurality of image pairs that are known to match.

4. A method as claimed in claim 3 in which the master mask is generated

by applying a matching algorithm to said pairs of images that are known to

match and defining each said master mask code in dependence upon a

variability or matching reliability of a template code of a corresponding spatial

location for said pairs.



5. A method as claimed in claim 4 in which said variability or matching

reliability is defined in dependence upon an average taken across all said pairs.

6. A method as claimed in claim 5 including setting a value of a least

reliable master mask code, re-applying said matching algorithm using said

value, and setting a value of a second least reliable master mask code.

7. A method as claimed in claim 6 including iteratively re-applying said

matching algorithm to set all values of said master mask code until a matching

error reaches a noise value.

8. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which said template codes are binary

codes.

9. A method as claimed in 8 in which said master mask codes are binary

codes.

10. A method as claimed in claim 9 in which said master mask codes are in

one-to-one correspondence with said template codes.

11. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which said master mask codes

comprise weightings to be applied to corresponding spatial locations of said

first template.

12. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which determination of a match is

dependent upon an average distance metric, for example a Hamming distance,

between said overlaid first template codes and said second template codes.



13. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which the determination of a match is

dependent upon an average weighted distance metric, for example a weighted

Hamming distance, between said overlaid first template codes and said second

template codes.

14. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which said master mask is overlaid in

a plurality of spatial positions on said first template to find a position of best

match.

15. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which said first or second templates,

or both, have individual masks which are applied in addition to said master

mask.

16. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which said master mask is applied to

said first template to create a stored composite template, said stored composite

template then being compared with said second template.

17. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which said one of said first and

second image is a candidate for verification against the other of said first and

second image.

18. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which one of said first and second

image is retrieved from a stored database for one-to-many matching against the

other of said first and second image.

19. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which one of said first and second

image is compared with a plurality of the other of said first and second image.



20. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which said first and second images

are biometric images.

21. A method as claimed in claim 20 in which said first and second images

are images of a human or animal iris.

22. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which a match indicates that said first

and second images are images of the same human or animal individual.

23. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which a match indicates that said first

and second images are images of the same object.

24. A system for determining whether a first image matches a second image,

comprising:

means for extracting from said first and second images respective first

and second templates, each template comprising a spatial arrangement of

template codes;

means for overlaying on said first template a master mask comprising a

spatial arrangement of master mask codes, each master mask code being

representative of an expected variability or matching reliability within a

population of images of a template code of corresponding spatial location;

means for comparing said overlaid first template with said second

template; and

means for determining whether a match exists in dependence upon said

comparison.

25. A computer program arranged to execute the method of any one of

claims 1 to 23.



26. A computer-readable medium carrying a computer program as claimed

in claim 25 .

27 A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 23 in which said second

template is compared at a plurality of locations against said overlaid first

template to find a second template position of best match
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